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The first priority of the traditional Lürssen shipyard in
Bremen in respect of building special vessels, modern marine ships and classy premium yachts, is the
most possible quality and absolute customer satisfaction.
For more than 8 years we cooperate with Lürssen
shipyard very successfully. With our coating systems
we essentially contribute to fulfill their high standard.
Our product
constantly for





Ceramic-Polymer

SF/LF is used

Ballast-water-tanks
Fresh-water-tanks
Waste-water-tanks
Pool-water-tanks

on the high class ships.
Due to the outstanding physical properties, our corrosion protection systems qualify perfectly
for the internal coating of tanks and satisfy extremely high requirements. Based on independent laboratory tests, we can verify excellent results. Recently the corrosion resistance
of Ceramic-Polymer SF/LF was confirmed by a 10.000 hours salt spray test according to
ASTM B117 / DIN EN ISO 9227.
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Cooperation with NITC (National Iranian Tanker Company)

The NITC in Tehran/Iran is the biggest tanker company
in the Middle East and specialized with 25 tanker
vessels on transport of crude oil and hydrocarbon
products.
For the coating of major parts of the pipework on board
of the tankers our product Ceramic-Polymer SF/LF is
used effectively.
The excellent resistance of our coatings against
chemical attack and abrasion service provides permanent corrosion protection in the oil sector as well as
for the storage of aggressive chemicals.

We appreciate to answer your technical questions and provide you the ultimate
coating solution for all tank and storage projects!
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